
Tutorial
Stitches and colours

Use splitstitch, running stitch and 
back stitch. The stitches are explained 
on page 4.

Thread from Anchor: 
Light blue 00120 
Dark Petrol 188

Thread from Rico: 
Neon Pink Col. 950

The used stitches are easy at this pat-
tern. The fillings of the boats corpus 
are back stitches. Every row has a litt-
le distance to the next and the stitches 
are shifted. Therefor it appears a kind 
of hatching. You also can fill the area 
another way.

The running stitch frames the heart, 
the spacing inbetween is a bit smaller 
than the stitches lenght.

The heart in neon colour shines inten-
sely at the dark ground.

Split stitch neon pink
4 strands

Running stitch lightblue
3 strandsSplit stitch petrol 

whole Outline
4 strands

Backstitch petrol 
whole filling

1 strand

Split stitch petrol 
all horizontal inner lines
2 strands

Split stitch lightblue
1 strand

Preview only!



Artwork
20 x 20 cm framesize

Set the printer to „real size“ or set the 
scaling to 100%. 

Print for other framesizes:
Mathematical formula to adapt the 
scaling for other framesizes
100 : 20 x framesize = X %

Example for framesize 17 cm:
100 : 20 x 17cm = 85% 
Configure the printer scaling to 85% if 
you framesize is 17 cm. Preview only!



How to do the stitches
Split stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before.
From up you stitch directly in the strand of the 
stich before and split it with the needle. 

Back stitch

Move the needle bottom up through the fabric 
in same distance like the stitch before. Then 
put the needle to the hole at the end of the 
last stitch.

Running stitch

Place a stitch with lenght 4 mm, then go down 
and come up in a distance that is smaller, e.g. 
3 mm. Place the next stitch with 4 mm again.

Preview only!


